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LEONAUR. Hardcover. Condition: New. 168 pages. Dimensions: 8.6in. x 5.8in. x 0.9in.Actions of French
Cavalry 1870by Jean Jacques Theophile BonieCavalry at Vionville and Mars-la-Tourby Otto August
Johannes KaehlerTwo views of European cavalry warfare in the 19th CenturyIf the American Civil
War taught what war would become in the world of the post Industrial Revolution , the lesson was
thoroughly learnt and its consequences best demonstrated in the Franco-Prussian War by Prussia
itself. France remained anchored in spirit and much practice to the First Empire and paid the
inevitable price exacted by her forward thinking enemy. Although the development of technology,
logistical transportation, communications and mass production were making their presence felt in
warfare, the fast, completely flexible movement of troops yet remained the province of the horse
soldier and this may have provided a level playing field for the protagonists. Yet even in this the
Prussians out matched the French by rethinking the potentials of the mounted arm. The war
contained cavalry engagements of massive proportions with appalling consequences for loss of life.
For those who know anything of the history of cavalry at war the conflict of Mars-la-Tour, covered
in depth in the pages of this book, will be...
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This is an amazing publication i actually have at any time go through. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading through period. Its been developed in
an exceptionally straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading through this publication where actually altered me, modify the way in
my opinion.
-- Noa h Pa dber g-- Noa h Pa dber g

It is an amazing ebook i have possibly study. Indeed, it is engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily can get a
pleasure of reading a published book.
-- Chr istopher  Fer r y-- Chr istopher  Fer r y
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